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The Hidden History 
of the Incredibly Evil 
Khazarian Mafia
 The curtain is now being pulled back to fully expose the Khazarian Mafia 
and it’s evil plan to infiltrate, tyrannize the whole World and eradicate all 
Abrahamic Religions and allow only their Babylonian Talmudism also known 
as Luciferianism, Satanism or ancient Baal worship.

By Mike Harris and Preston James, PhD

 Note: The history of the Khazarians, specifically the 
Khazarian Mafia (KM), the World’s largest Organized 
Crime Syndicate that the Khazarian oligarchy morphed 
into by their deployment of Babylonian Money-
Magick, has been nearly completely excised from the  
history books. 
 The present day KM knows that it cannot operate 
or exist without abject secrecy, and therefore has spent 
a lot of money having its history excised from the 
history books in order to prevent citizens of the World 
from learning about its “Evil beyond imagination”, 
that empowers this World’s largest Organized Crime 
Cabal. The authors of this article have done their best to 
resurrect this lost, secret history of the Khazarians and 
their large International Organized Crime Syndicate, best referred to as the 
Khazarian Mafia (KM) and make this history available to the World via the 
Internet, which is the new Gutenberg Press. 
 It has been exceedingly difficult to reconstruct this hidden secret history 
of the KM, so please excuse any minor inaccuracies or errors which are 
unintentional and are due to the difficulty in digging out the true history of 
Khazaria and its mafia. We have done the best we can to reconstruct it. 
 It was Mike Harris that connected the dots and made 
the actual discovery of the presence of the Khazarian 
Mafia’s secret history and blood oath to take revenge 
on Russia for helping Americans win the Revolutionary 
War and the Civil War, and their blood oath of revenge 
against America and Americans for winning these wars 
and sustaining the Union. 
 At the Syrian Conference on Combating Terrorism 
and Religious Extremism December 1, 2014 — in his 
Keynote address, Veterans Today Senior Editor and 
Director Gordon Duff disclosed publicly for the first 
time ever that World Terrorism is actually due to a large 
International Organized Crime Syndicate associated 
with Israel. This disclosure sent shock-waves at the 
Conference and almost instantly around the world, as 
almost every world leader received reports of Gordon 
Duff’s historical disclosure that same day, some within 
minutes. And the shock-waves from his historic speech in Damascus continue 
to reverberate around the world even to this very day. And now Gordon Duff 
has asked President Putin to release Russian Intel which will expose about 300 
traitors in Congress for their serious serial felonies and statutory espionage 
on behalf of the Khazarian Mafia (KM) against America and many Middle  
East nations. 
 We now know that the Khazarian Mafia (KM) is waging a secret 

war against America and Americans by the use of False-flag Gladio-style 
terrorism, and via the illegal and Unconstitutional Federal Reserve 
System, the IRS, the FBI, FEMA, Homeland Security and the TSA. We know 
for certain that the KM was responsible for deploying an inside-job, Gladio-
style False-flag attack on America on 9-11-01, as well as the Murrah Building 
Bombing on April 19, 1995.

The Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian Mafia 

100-800 AD – an incredibly Evil Society Emerges in 
Khazaria: 

 Khazarians develop into a nation ruled by an evil king, who had ancient 
Babylonian black arts, occult oligarchs serving as his court. During this time, 
Khazarians become known to surrounding countries as thieves, murderers, 
road bandits, and for assuming the identities of those travelers they murdered 
as a normal occupational practice and way of life. 

800 AD – The Ultimatum is delivered by Russia and other 
surrounding nations: 

 The leaders of the surrounding nations, especially Russia, have had 
so many years of complaints by their citizens that, as a group, they deliver 

an ultimatum to the Khazarian king. They send a 
communique to the Khazarian king that he must choose 
one of the three Abrahamic religions for his people, and 
make it his official state religion and require all Khazarian 
citizens to practice it, and socialize all Khazarian children 
to practice that faith. 
The Khazarian king was given a choice between Islam, 
Christianity and Judaism. The Khazarian king chose 
Judaism, and promised to stay within the requirements 
laid out by the surrounding confederacy of nations led 
by the Russian czar. Despite his agreement and promise, 
the Khazarian king and his inner circle of oligarchs kept 
practicing ancient Babylonian black-magic, also known 
as Secret Satanism. This Secret Satanism involved occult 
ceremonies featuring child sacrifice, after “bleeding them 

out”, drinking their blood and eating their hearts. 
 The deep dark secret of the occult ceremonies was that they were all 
based on ancient Baal Worship, also known as worship of the Owl. In order 
to fool the confederacy of nations led by Russia that were watching Khazaria, 
the Khazarian king melded these Luciferian black-magick practices with 
Judaism and created a secret Satanic-hybrid religion, known as Babylonian 
Talmudism. This was made the national religion of Khazaria, and nurtured 

the same evil that Khazaria was known for before. 
 Sadly, the Khazarians continued their evil ways, 
robbing and murdering those from surrounding countries 
who traveled through Khazaria. Khazarian robbers often 
attempted to assume their identities after they murdered 
these visitors, and became masters of disguises and 
false identities — a practice they have continued even 
to this very day, along with their child-sacrifice occult 
ceremonies, which are actually ancient Baal Worship. 

1,200 AD – Russia and the surrounding 
nations have had enough and take action: 

 About 1,200 AD, the Russians led a group of nations 
surrounding Khazaria and invaded it, in order to stop the 
Khazarian crimes against their people, which included 
kidnapping of their young children and infants for their 

blood sacrifice ceremonies to Baal. The Khazarian king and his inner court 
of criminals and murderers came to be known as the Khazarian Mafia (KM) 
by neighboring countries. 
 The Khazarian leaders had a well-developed spy network through which 
they obtained prior warning and escaped from Khazaria to European nations 
to the west, taking their vast fortune with them in gold and silver. They laid 
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low and regrouped, while assuming 
new identities. In secret, they continued 
their Satanic child blood and sacrifice 
rituals, and trusted Baal to give them 
the whole world and all its riches, as 
they claimed he had promised them, 
as long as they kept bleeding out 
and sacrificing children and infants  
for him. 
 

The Khazarian king and his court Mafia 
plotted eternal revenge against the 
Russians and the surrounding nations 
that invaded Khazaria and drove them 
from power. 

The Khazarian Mafia invades 
England after being expelled 
for hundreds of years: 

 To accomplish their invasion, they 
hired Oliver Cromwell to murder King 
Charles 1, and make England safe for 
banking again. This began the English 
Civil Wars which raged for nearly a 
decade, resulting in regicide of the royal 
family and hundreds of the genuine 
English nobility. This is how the City 
of London was set up as the banking 
capital of Europe and launched the 
beginning of the British Empire.

The Khazarian Mafia (KM) 
decides to infiltrate and 
hijack all World Banking using 
Babylonian Black-Magick, also 
known as Babylonian Money-
Magick or the secret art of 
making money from nothing 
also using the power of 
pernicious usury to accumulate 
interest: 

 The KM used their vast fortune 
to enter into a new system of banking, 
based on secret Babylonian black-magic 
money-magic that they claimed to have 
learned from the evil spirits of Baal, in 
return for their many child sacrifices  
to him. 
 This Babylonian money-magick 
involved the substation of paper credit 
certificates for gold and silver deposits, 
which allowed travelers to travel with 
their money in a form that offered 
easy replacement should they lose the 
certificates or have them stolen. 

 Interesting how the very problem 
that was started by the Khazarians 
also had a solution provided by them. 
Eventually the Khazarian king and 
his small surrounding court infiltrated 
Germany with a group that chose the 
name “the Bauers” of Germany to 
represent them and carry on their Baal-
powered system of evil. The Bauers of 
the Red Shield, which represented their 
secret blood-based child sacrifices, 
changed their name to Rothschild (aka 
“child of the rock, Satan”).
 
The Rothschilds as the front 
Men for the Khazarian Mafia 
(KM) infiltrate and Hijack 
British Banking and then hijack 
the whole nation of England: 

 Bauer/Rothschild had five sons 
who infiltrated and took over European 
banking and the City of London Central 
Banking System through various crafty 
covert operations, including a false 
report of Napoleon winning against 
the British, when actually he lost. This 
allowed the Rothschilds to use fraud 
and deception to steal the wealth of the 
English nobility and the landed gentry, 
who had made business investments 
with the City of London Banking 
institutions.
 The Rothschilds set up a private 
Fiat banking system that specialized in 
making counterfeit money from nothing 
— charging pernicious usury for the 
British people, using what should have 
been their own money. 
 This was the black art of 
Babylonian money-magick; 
they claimed to insiders that 
such technology and secret 
money power was provided 
to them by Baal, because of 
their frequent child bleeding-
out and sacrifices rituals to 
Baal. 
Once they had infiltrated and 
hijacked the British banking 
system, they interbred with the 
British Royals and infiltrated 
and completely hijacked all of England 
and all its major institutions. Some 
experts believe that the Rothschilds 
genocided the Royal Family members 
by staging secretly-managed illicit and 
adulterous breedings with their own 
Khazarian men in order to replace the 
Royals with their own pretenders to the 
throne. 

The Khazarian Mafia (KM) 
wages an international effort 
to eradicate Kings who rule 
by the Divine Right of God 
Almighty: 

 Because the KM claims to have 
a personal partnership with Baal (aka 
the Devil, Lucifer, Satan) because of 
their sacrifices to him. They detest any 
kings who rule under the authority of 
God Almighty because most feel a 

responsibility to make sure their own 
people are protected from infiltrators 
and treasonous “Enemies within the 
Gates.” 
 In the 1600’s, the KM murder the 
British Royals and substitute their own 
fakes. In the 1700’s, they murder the 
French Royals. Right before WWI they 
murder, Austrian Archduke Ferdinand 
to start WWI. In 1917 they assembled 
their KM army, the Bolsheviks, and 
infiltrate and hijack Russia, murder 
the Czar and his family in cold blood, 
bayonet his favorite daughter through 
the chest and steal all the Russian gold, 
silver and art treasures. Right before 
WWII, they murder the Austrian and 
German Royals. Then they get rid of 
the Chinese Royals and disempower 
the Japanese ruler. 
 The Khazarian Mafia’s intense 
hatred of anyone who professed 
faith in any God but their god Baal 
has motivated them to murder kings 
and royalty, and make sure they can 
never rule. They have done the same 
with American presidents — running 
sophisticated covert operations to 
disempower them. 
 If that doesn’t work the KM 
assassinates them, like they did to 
McKinley, Lincoln and JFK. The KM 
wants to eliminate any strong rulers 
or elected officials who dare to resist 
their Babylonian money-magick power 
or their covert power gained from their 
deployment of their human compromise 
network. 

The Rothschilds create 
international narcotics 
trafficking on behalf of the 
KM:

 The Rothschilds then covertly ran 
the British Empire and crafted an evil 
plan to recover the vast amounts of 
gold and silver the British had been 
paying to China for its high-quality silk  
and spices that were unavailable 
anywhere else. 
 The Rothschilds, through their 
international spy network, had heard 
of Turkish opium and its habit-forming 
characteristics. They deployed a covert 
operation to buy Turkish opium and sell 
it in China, infecting millions with a 
bad opium habit that brought back gold 
and silver into the Rothschild coffers, 
but not to the British People. 
 The opium addictions created 

by Rothschild opium sales to China 
harmed China so much that China 
went to war on two occasions to stop it. 
These wars were known as the Boxer 
Rebellions or the Opium Wars. 
 The money the Rothschilds gained 
from the sale of opium was so vast that 
they became even more addicted to 
the easy money than the opiate addicts 
were to the opium. 
 The Rothschilds were the funding 
source behind the establishment of the 
American Colonies, by incorporating 
the Hudson Bay Company and other 
trading companies to exploit the New 
World of the Americas. It was the 
Rothschild’s who ordered the mass 
extermination and genocide of the 
indigenous people of North America to 
allow for exploitation of the vast natural 
resources of the continent. 
 The Rothschild’s also followed the 
same business template in the Caribbean 
and in the Asian sub-continent of India, 
resulting in the murder of millions of 
innocent people. 

 The Rothschilds start the 
international slave trade, an 
enterprise that viewed these 
kidnapped humans as mere 
animals — a view that the 
Khazarians would impose on 
all the people of the world 
who were not part of their 
evil circle, which some called 
the “Old Black Nobility”: 

The Rothschild’s next big project was 
to start the worldwide slave trade, 
buying slaves from crooked tribal 
chiefs in Africa who worked with them 
to kidnap members of competing tribes 
for sale as slaves. 
 The Rothschild slave traders then 
took these kidnapped slaves on their 
ships in cramped cells to America 
and the Caribbean where they were 
sold. Many died at sea due to bad 
conditions. 
 The Rothschild bankers learned 
early on that war was a great way to 
double their money in a short time 
by lending money to both warring 
sides. But in order to be guaranteed 
collections, they had to get taxation 
laws passed, which could be used to 
force payment. 
 The KM Rothschild private Fiat 
Counterfeit Banksters plot eternal 
revenge against the American Colonists 
and Russia who assisted them for losing 
the Revolutionary War: 
 When the Rothschilds lost the 
American Revolution, they blamed 
the Russian czar and the Russians for 
assisting the colonists by blockading 
British Ships. 
 They swore eternal revenge on 
the American colonists, just as they 
had when the Russians and their allies 
crushed Khazaria in 1,000 AD. 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
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and research also shows links between 
alcohol and cancer, heart disease, brain 
damage and infertility.
Alcohol and stress

 Alcohol is a depressant drug 
and thus it can act as a tranquiliser. 
Heavy drinking increases stress and 
nervousness and the body becomes 
tolerant to the effects if drinking is 
stopped for a while. The danger is 
then that the drinker is tempted to 
drink more to overcome the stress  
and tension.

Hangovers

 Hangovers are partly a kind 
of blood poisioning and partly the 
effects of dehydration and low blood 
sugar levels. Dehydration occurs due 
to alcohol having a diuretic effect. It 
also stimulates insulin, which in turn 
reduces the blood sugar levels. This 
then can cause feelings of drowsiness, 
weakness, trembling, faintness and 
hunger and the acid in drinks can cause 
stomach upsets.
Alcohol and diet

 If an individual reduces food 
consumption to compensate for alcohol, 
then poor nutrition is at risk because 
alcohol does not contain the vitamins, 
proteins and necessary nutrients present 
in food. Alcohol can also stop the body 
absorbing and using vitamins, resulting 
in stress on the brain, liver and other 
organs, affecting a persons appearance 
and their ability to fight off infection.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

 The Rothschilds and their English 
oligarchy that surrounded them plotted 
ways to retake America, and this 
became their main obsession.
Their favored plan is to set up an 
American central bank, featuring 
Babylonian money magick and secret 
counterfeiting. 
 The Rothschild KM attempts to 
retake America in 1812 on behalf of the 
Khazarian Mafia but fails, once again 
because of Russian interference: 
This failure enraged the Rothschild 
KM, and they once again plot eternal 
revenge against both the Russians and 
the American colonists and plan to 
infiltrate and hijack both nations 
and asset strip, tyrannize and 
then mass-murder both nations 
and their populace. 
 The KM’s attempts to set 
up a private American central 
bank are blocked by President 
Andrew Jackson, who called 
them Satanic and vowed to route 
them out by the grace and power 
of Almighty God. 
 The Rothschild banksters 
regroup and continue their 
covert attempts to install their 
own Babylonian money-magick 
bank inside America. 
 Finally in 1913, the Rothschild 
KM succeeds in establishing a major 
beachhead inside America — and an 
evil enemy of all American enter the 
gates of America: 
 In 1913, the Rothschild KM was 
able to establish a beachhead by 
bribing crooked, treasonous members 
of Congress to pass the illegal, 
Unconstitutional Federal Reserve Act 
on Christmas Eve without a required 
quorum. The Act was then signed by a 
crooked, bought off President, who was 
a traitor to America, like the members 
of Congress who voted for it. 
 The Rothschild KM then create an 
illegal taxation System in America: 
The KM put an illegal, Unconstitutional 
tax system in place, in order to make 

sure that Americans would have to pay 
for high-level USG spending, approved 
by a bought-off, crooked Congress and 
Presidential puppets, put in place by 
corrupt KM campaign finance. 
 It is easy for the KM to garner 
enough money to elect anyone they 
want, because when you control a bank 
that is a secret major counterfeiter, you 
have all the money made for you that 
you desire. At about the same time that 
they created their illegal tax system in 
America, they also bribed members 
of Congress to approve the Internal 
Revenue Service, which is their private 
collection agency incorporated in 
Puerto Rico. 

 Soon afterwards, they set up the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation to 
protect their banksters, to serve their 
cover-up needs and prevent them from 
ever being prosecuted for their child 
sacrifice rituals, pedophile networks; 
and to also serve as a covert Intel 
operation on their behalf. 
Note that the FBI has no official 
charter, according to the Library of 
Congress, and has no right to exist or 
issue paychecks. 
 The Rothschild KM deployed 
the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia 
to extract incredibly savage, bloody 
revenge on innocent Russians, which 
they had plotted for many years, ever 
since Khazaria was destroyed: 
 The Rothschild KM pre-staged 

and engineered the Russian Revolution 
by using its central banks to pay for 
the Bolshevik infiltration of Russia 
and their Revolution on behalf of the 
Khazarian Mafia (KM).
 In an well-planned savage and 
inhuman bloodletting that stunned the 
world, the Bolsheviks were unleashed 
in full fury on behalf of the KM to 
gain revenge on the Russians. This had 
been planned since the destruction of 
Khazaria. 
 The Bolsheviks, at the direction 
of the Rothschild KM, raped, tortured 
and mass-murdered approximately 100 
million Russians, including women, 
children and infants. Some of the torture 

and bloodletting was so extreme, 
we are not going to mention it here 
in this article. 
 But readers who want to know 
can do some in depth internet 
research on the “Red Terror” or 
the “Bolshevik Cheka” or watch 
the classic movie “The Checkist” 
which is available on www.
youtube.com.
 The Rothschild Khazarian 
Mafia (KM) once again decided 
to sheep-dip themselves and 
infiltrated and hijacked all 
Judaism: 
 The Rothschild KM created a 

master plan to control all of Judaism and 
mind-kontrol Judaics. The Rothschild 
KM has hijacked Judaism, patterned 
it off of Babylonian Talmudism 
(Luciferianism or Satanism), and 
gained control over the banking and 
Wall Street professions in general, 
Congress, the major mass media; along 
with most wealth and economic means 
of success. 
 Thus, the Rothschild KM could pass 
out wealth and success to those Judaics 
who drank their Kool-aide and use them 
as cutouts, assets and Sayanims. In 
this manner, the Rothschilds hijacked 
Judaism. 
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 I read the article and my skepticism kicked in pretty hard. He 
provides zero references to back up his fantastical story.
 If you go to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khazars it tells a 
completely different story and provides hundreds of references.
 There is no mention of Baal
  There is no mention of sacrificing babies and drinking their 

blood and eating their hearts
  There is no mention of evil khazar mafia bandits who are 

masters of disguise
 I made some attempts to find some info on this Preston James 
Ph.D who wrote the article but there is surprisingly little info about 
this man. He seems to be a talking head who has written many articles 
for veterans today and has appeared on the Jeff Rense show where he 
promotes conspiracy books. He claims to be a “Social Psychologist 
with Doctorate from Major Midwest Big Ten University.” yeah which 
one? That’s suspiciously vague. 
 His articles on veterans today veteranstoday.com/author/jim/
Just about every article is about the evils of the Jews. 
I would say with 99% certainty that this is propaganda and bullshit.

TO BE CONTINUED NEXT 
MONTH

 You are making very broad and very false assumptions. You 
neglect entirely the role of the Saudis in 9-11. Those hijackers 
weren’t wearing beanies. Islam too is based on Ball worship. The 
“Palestinians” were invented. The indigenous ones were from 
Phonecia and wandered off eons ago. The Canaanites were so evil 
God ordered the Israelites to destroy them all. As for that John 
Hopkins study it has been shown by reputable sources to have been 
seriously biased. Even someone with a rudimentary knowledge of 
statistics would know his base group was far too narrow. As for the 
Arabs being Semitic, Duh!!! They ALL are you dimwit!!!!!!
 Although there is some historical validity to this, I would 
suggest that the content of this article falls well within the 40% 
of Vet Today which Gordon Duff has already admitted that is 
invented, made up, fabricated... what and where is the basis for the 
information contained in this ridiculous article?
 The Quran CONTAINS policy statements that victimize 
women, children and dissidents, in fact. This means, Islam is NOT 
a religion; it is a political dictatorship in which the practices of 
Satanism and Luciferianism can be invoked at will by Islamic 
leadership.
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